COMMUNITY NOTIFICATION

On October 23, 2015, at approximately 10:00 AM, the University of South Florida Police Department received a call regarding a white male suspect, in his early 20’s, with dark hair, wearing a white striped shirt, who exposed himself to a female victim passing by in parking lot 21 (North of CWY building). The suspect was standing by a red unknown vehicle when the incident occurred. No aggressive actions were taken by the suspect and no contact was made with the victim. The victim immediately called police. Responding officers checked the area and were unable to locate anyone matching the description provided. Other local agencies were notified of the incident and provided a description of the vehicle. Even though the incidents appear to be unrelated, this is the second such incident in the past three days. In the previous incident, the suspect was described as a black male, in his 20’s, driving a light gray vehicle. Also in that incident, no aggressive actions were taken by the suspect and no contact was made with the victim. Members of the USF community are encouraged to be vigilant and report anything suspicious. Anyone having information relating to this case should contact the University of South Florida Police Department at 813-974-2628.

The USF Community is encouraged to remember the following safety tips:

- Be vigilant and keenly aware of the environment around you.
- Notify the police if anyone or anything looks out of place.
- Report suspicious activity immediately by calling 9-1-1.
- Use the USF SAFE Team safety escort service when on campus. (974-SAFE)